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ABSTRACT: The high optical gain and absorption of organic−inorganic hybrid
perovskites have attracted attention for photonic device applications. However, owing to
the sensitivity of organic moieties to solvents and temperature, device processing is
challenging, particularly for patterning. Here, we report the direct patterning of perovskites
using chemically gas-assisted focused-ion beam (GAFIB) etching with XeF2 and I2
precursors. We demonstrate etching enhancement in addition to controllability and
marginal surface damage compared to focused-ion beam (FIB) etching without precursors.
Utilizing the GAFIB etching, we fabricated a uniform and periodic submicron perovskite
subwavelength grating (SWG) absorber with broadband absorption and nanoscale
precision. Our results demonstrate the use of FIB as a submicron patterning tool and a
means of providing surface treatment (after FIB patterning to minimize optical loss) for
perovskite photonic nanostructures. The SWG absorber can be patterned on perovskite
solar cells to enhance the device efficiency through increasing light trapping and
absorption.

Recently, organic−inorganic hybrid perovskites especially
MAPbX3 (where MA is CH3NH3 and X is single element

or mixture of Cl, Br, or I) have attracted great interest for
applications in photonic devices, such as solar cells, light-
emitting diodes, lasers, photodetectors, and phototransis-
tors.1−5 To realize significant device advancement, several
device fabrication challenges must be overcome, particularly in
the area of patterning. For photonic devices, besides fabricating
metal contacts, patterning is required to control light−matter
interaction, for example, patterning periodic structures such as
gratings for diffraction and mesa structures for waveguiding.
Due to the sensitivity of the organic moiety in perovskites,
established patterning techniques, such as photolithography
and electron beam lithography (particularly for nanoscale
features), are not suited for the hybrid material. These
techniques are hindered by concerns over material deterio-
ration upon exposure to process solvents (adhesion-promoters,
resists, strippers, developers, and wet etchants) and baking
temperatures for both lithography techniques.
To date, most perovskite photonic devices have used shadow

mask patterning.6−8 Although a shadow mask is simpler for the
initial device development and is flexible for any material, the
resolution is typically poor (greater than tens of microns).
More advanced patterning techniques in the form of colloidal
monolayer lithography (CML)9 and seeded growth process
(SGP)10 have been reported recently for perovskite solar cells
and photodetector/phototransistor, respectively. However, in

both of these techniques, the patterned perovskites are in
random orientations and the patterns are on the microscale
(1−30 μm). For photonic devices, it is essential to pattern
perovskites with uniform orientation (periodicity) to ensure
homogeneous light−matter interaction. Moreover, the pho-
tonic structure requires periodic dimensions close to the
wavelength of light (thus demanding submicron patterning for
devices operating in the visible spectrum). In addition, the
CML and SGP techniques are complicated and exhibit poor
patterning tolerance because the patterning is actually
performed on the substrate (as the growth template) for
subsequent perovskite coating or deposition. As a thicker
perovskite is coated or deposited onto the patterned substrate,
the formed structure will be patterned coarsely. Recently, we
have reported direct patterning on perovskites using focused-
ion beam (FIB) etching.11 We performed a systematic
patterning study that produced perovskite subwavelength
grating (SWG) reflector with submicron periodic patterning
of high uniformity. Although FIB etching throughput is low
because the milling is based on a focused ion, projection
focused ion multibeam12−14 is now being developed to
overcome this limitation. Also, in using energetic Ga ions in
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the FIB, surface damage from ion implantation and surface
amorphization is unavoidable.15 This surface damage contrib-
utes to optical losses for photonic devices patterned via
FIB.16,17 Despite all these drawbacks, FIB offers a straightfor-
ward route for patterning on perovskite due to incompatibility
of photo- or electron beam-lithography as described earlier.
Here, we demonstrate a direct patterning on a perovskite

(CH3NH3PbBr3) using chemically gas-assisted focused-ion
beam (GAFIB) etching. In this technique, halide gaseous
precursors of XeF2 and I2 were injected using gas nozzles onto
the perovskites surface. The interaction between the injected
gas and material surface form volatile etch-products enhancing
the physical etching of GAFIB. Depending on the substrate
material (for example Si, GaAs, GaN, InP, SiO2, Cu, Ti, or
PMMA), various chemicals precursors such as Cl2, I2, Br2, XeF2,
H2O, O2, or NH3 can be selected for the GAFIB etching.18

Because perovskites are a hybrid organic−inorganic material,
we specifically selected XeF2 and I2 as the chemical precursors
for our GAFIB etching. These precursors have been previously
shown to enhance etching (2−5 magnitudes) for PMMA
(which is an organic material).19 With the assistance of
chemical reaction, the GAFIB etching can enhance etching,
reduce surface damage, decrease the redeposition effect, and
etch selectively.20 Utilizing the GAFIB etching, we demon-
strated (1) etching enhancement and controllability, (2)
significant surface damage recovery, and (3) fabrication of
uniform and periodic submicron SWG absorber with nanoscale
precision on the perovskite. Reducing perovskite surface
damage is vital to ensure minimal optical loss for photonic
devices, whereas the SWG absorber can enhance light trapping
and absorption in perovskite solar cells to increase power
conversion efficiency (PCE).
To study the etching enhancement, we performed FIB

etching (details in the experimental section in the Supporting
Information) on the perovskite with various ion doses. The ion
dose is defined as the number of coulombs per micron squared
that strike the substrate (which is ion beam current multiplied
by milling time and divided by area of patterning). The
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images are shown in
Figure S1. We repeated the same patterning for the GAFIB
etching by injecting the XeF2 and I2 gases on the perovskite
surface during the ions milling. The high-energy Ga ions
dissociate these halide gases into F radicals (for XeF2) and I
radicals (for I2). Figure 1a shows the volume of perovskite
material being etched as a function of ion charge (ion current
multiplied by patterning time). The slope of the linear fit
indicates the sputtering yield (defined as the ratio of volume
etched to product of ion beam current and etching time) of
0.01979, 0.00985, and 0.02751 μm3/pC for patterning with
ions, XeF2, and I2, respectively. Compared to perovskite etching
with ions, the GAFIB etching etched the perovskite material at
different sputtering yields, as shown in Figure 1b. However, at
higher ion doses (>25 pC/μm2), all GAFIB and FIB etchings
exhibit almost constant sputtering yields due to the
redeposition effect. Figure 1c exhibits the enhancement factor
(GAFIB sputtering yield to FIB sputtering yield ratio) for each
of the halide gases. In the case of I2, the enhancement was 1.6−
2 times, depending on the ion dose. For the case of XeF2, no
enhancement of etching was observed (depending on the ion
dose, 0.6 to 0.97 times below the FIB etching). These results
suggest that I radicals are more reactive (in creating volatile
etch-products) with perovskites than F radicals. However, both
halides gases demonstrated decrement of the etching enhance-

ment at higher patterning doses. At these doses, more ions
impinged upon the material surface, leading to exhaustion of
gaseous reactants, and the process is dominated by ion
sputtering as precursor transport by adsorption and surface
diffusion is apparently limited in these regimes. In addition, the
redeposition effect becomes significant as the ion dose
increases.11

To investigate the variation of etching enhancement factor,
as shown in Figure 2, we performed the FIB and GAFIB

Figure 1. Comparison of FIB and GAFIB etchings for etching the
perovskite, specifically showing the (a) volume of perovskite material
being etched as a function of ion charge, (b) sputtering yield as a
function of ion dose, and (c) enhancement factor of GAFIB etching as
a function of ion dose. The dotted lines in panels a and c are linear fits,
whereas the dotted lines in panel b show the general trend.
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etching processes over a range of short to longer dwell time
(defined as the time for which each pattern pixel is exposed to
the ion beam). As expected, a constant sputtering yield was
obtained by FIB etching for the entire range of dwell time
because the etching using ions is due to only physical
sputtering. For the GAFIB etching, a higher sputtering yield
was expected at the short dwell time due to the chemically
assisted process. Because the reaction products are supposedly
volatile and thus easily pumped away, any redeposition should
be reduced, resulting in deeper etching. Figure 2 shows that a
high sputtering yield (>2 factor) was obtained for I2 within a
short dwell time (<0.1 μs), implying that the etching was
chemically assisted during this period. For a longer dwell time
(>0.3 μs), the gas reaction is depleted, and the perovskite
material is now removed purely by physical sputtering
(nonchemical). The initial high sputtering yield suggested
that I radicals reacted volatilely with the perovskite. Although
the sputtering yield became constant at longer dwell time, the
yield is still higher because of the initial deeper etching. It has
been reported that reaction rate is rapid for the synthesis of
CH3NH3PbI3 compared to synthesis of CH3NH3PbCl3.

21 In
our case, we assume that the volatile etch-products of PbI2 and
CH3NH3I are formed easily on the perovskite surface with the
introduction of I radicals, thus increasing the etching
chemically. As for the GAFIB etching using XeF2, no etching
enhancement was observed (as shown in Figure 1c), because
the etch-product is nonvolatile, which results in shallow etching
depth. Figure 2 shows that a constant trend was obtained,
similar to the case of ions (FIB etching) for the whole range of
dwell time, indicating that the perovskite material was sputtered
only physically. We attributed the lack of volatility to the
formation of CF polymerization islands on the perovskite
surface. The CF polymerization is easily formed on C-enriched
material, such as organic22 and polymer23 materials, during
fluorination, which can hinder continuous etching and flushing
of etch products. The results of electron dispersive X-ray
(EDX) analysis shown in Figure S2 shows the CF presence for
the XeF2-assisted etching. SEM imaging (Figure S3a) shows the
CF islands formation on the perovskite surface etched with
XeF2. Regarding FIB and I2 GAFIB etching processes, a
homogeneous surface is obtained, as shown in panels b and c of
Figure S3, respectively. Although we stated earlier that I2 and
XeF2 enhanced etching for PMMA,19 we observed etching
enhancement for only I2-assisted etching in the case of the

perovskite. In addition to the volatile etch-products for I2-
assisted etching and CF polymerization factors, as discussed
earlier, Pb alloy can be etched only with I2 and not XeF2.

24

To study the surface damage, we analyzed the perovskite
surface with photoluminescence (PL) and Raman measure-
ments (all spectra normalized to the pristine sample). Figure 3a

shows the PL spectra for perovskite surfaces etched via FIB and
GAFIB etching processes (details in the experimental section of
the Supporting Information). With FIB etching, the perovskite
surface was severely damaged (approximately 90% reduction in
the PL intensity and the PL signal broaden). This surface
damage is typically due to ion implantation and surface
amorphization during the Ga ions impingement.15 With GAFIB
etching, the surface damage was minimized, with approximately
71% and 30% of the original PL intensity recovered for XeF2-
and I2-assisted etching, respectively. In addition, the PL signals
became narrower. The PL signal was recovered higher for XeF2-
assisted etching because a lower number of Ga ions were
implanted on the etched perovskite surface, as shown in the
EDX spectra of Figure S2 (lower Ga signal for XeF2 compared
to I2 and ions). Details of the EDX quantification are shown in
Table S2. The PL signal recovered by GAFIB etching was
comparable to other surface damage treatment for FIB
patterning. For example, approximately 80% of the PL signal
is recovered using thermal annealing25 for GaN and >100% PL
signal is enhanced using plasma and acid treatments26 for
diamond. In our case, the perovskite could be treated only

Figure 2. Comparison of FIB and GAFIB etching processes on the
perovskite showing the sputtering yield as a function of dwell time to
demonstrate chemically assisted (volatile) etching versus physical
sputtering (nonvolatile) etching.

Figure 3. Signal recovery comparison for perovskite surfaces etched
via FIB and GAFIB etching processes using optical characterizations of
(a) PL emission and (b) Raman scattering. All spectra are normalized
to a pristine perovskite surface for comparison.
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using the GAFIB etching because thermal annealing and
solvent degrade the perovskite material. Figure 3b shows the
Raman spectra for perovskite surfaces etched via FIB and
GAFIB etching processes. Our spectra show good agreement
with the reported spectra for this type of perovskite.27,28 There
is no significant peak due to the nonexistence of Raman-active
phonon modes in a crystal with cubic symmetry.27 We assumed
that the broadening of the Raman signal (approximately 125−
175 cm−1) occurred because of surface amorphization on the
perovskite surface during the FIB and GAFIB etching
processes, similar to the broadening observed in a ferroelectric
film patterned with FIB.29 Similarly to the PL analysis, the
Raman spectra exhibited signal recovery using the GAFIB
etching, with the highest recovery obtained for XeF2- followed
by I2-assisted etching. The signal improvement for Raman after
surface treatment (using thermal annealing) has also been
observed for Si irradiated with FIB.30 For FIB application in
photonic structures or devices, it is vital to treat the sample
surface after patterning to minimize the effects of ion
implantation and surface amorphization. Surface damage has
been found to elevate free-carriers in a Si waveguide16 and
create defect spots for optical absorption31 as well as changing
the refractive index of the material. These problems will affect
the optical signal quality for perovskites; therefore, the surface
damage recovery using GAFIB etching is essential.
Figure 4a shows the absorption spectrum for the perovskites

SWG absorber calculated using the rigorous-coupled wave-
analysis (RCWA) method. Utilizing SWG parameters of period,
257.8 nm; grating thickness, 240.6 nm; and fill-factor, 0.51
(schematic, design parameters, and modeling approach are
described in Figure S4), the perovskite SWG absorber
demonstrated high absorption (>90%) and broadband

spectrum (400−1100 nm) for both transverse electric (TE)
and transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations. For comparison,
we also computed the absorption spectrum for a planar
perovskite (denoted as dashed line in Figure 4a). The spectrum
showed approximately 70% light absorption; thus, enhance-
ment of >20% light absorption was achieved by integrating a
SWG absorber on the perovskite material. Panels b and c of
Figure 4 show a top-down view of the computed TE- and TM-
electric field distributions, respectively, at the absorption peak
for one period of perovskite SWG absorber. Intense light was
localized between the grating and air interface, indicating that
the incident light was trapped and absorbed through the SWG,
with no light absorption in between (air media), for both
polarizations. By designing the SWG periodicity smaller than
the wavelength of the incoming light (<300 nm), only the zero-
order diffraction of light was propagated (absorbed) through
each grating. Thus, the ability to pattern the perovskites at the
submicron scale using the GAFIB etching is the key to realize
this type of periodic photonic structure for device applications.
On the basis of the calculated SWG parameters, we successfully
patterned the SWG absorber on perovskites by GAFIB etching
using XeF2. Figure 4d shows the measured and simulated
absorption spectra of the perovskite SWG absorber for TE
polarized light. The measured and simulated spectra exhibit a
similar trend and are in good agreement, particularly in the
wavelength range of 500−650 nm. Difference in the absorption
intensity and multiple peaks existence at the longer wavelength
(>650 nm) can be attributed to combination of nondispersion
assumption in the simulation, scattering from the surface
roughness of the fabricated perovskite SWG, and fabrication
imperfection. Nevertheless, the patterned SWG absorber
demonstrated high grating uniformity and periodicity across

Figure 4. Design and fabrication of a perovskite SWG absorber showing (a) high absorption (>90%) and a broadband spectrum for both TE- and
TM-polarizations, (b) electric field distribution of TE polarization per period, (c) electric field distribution of TM polarization per period, (d)
measured and simulated absorption spectra for TE polarization with SEM images inset (top-down view and 45° tilt), and (e) PL spectra comparison
for SWGs fabricated by GAFIB and FIB etching processes (the spectra are normalized to the GAFIB etching case for comparison).
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the entire patterning, as shown by SEM microscopy in the inset
of Figure 4d. Utilizing the lower etching rate of XeF2-assisted
etching, we achieved the patterning of a perovskite SWG
absorber with nanoscale precision (±4% fabrication tolerance
of the design parameters). This lower etching rate was essential
when controlling the grating thickness etching depth (inset of
Figure 4d) because the perovskite sputtering rate is high (>65
times) compared to other materials, such as Si, GaAs, and
PMMA.11 More importantly, the GAFIB etching of XeF2
results in less surface damage, as mentioned previously. It is
vital to maintain the optical properties of the perovskite
material when patterning the SWG absorber to warrant a high
solar cell PCE. Figure 4e shows the PL signal comparison for
the fabricated perovskites SWG absorber using the GAFIB
etching with XeF2 and the FIB etching. The optical property
(PL signal) of the perovskite strongly deteriorated (approx-
imately 80%) if the SWG absorber was patterned solely using
ions (nonchemically).
In summary, using XeF2 and I2 precursors, we demonstrated

chemically assisted FIB direct etching of a perovskite.
Compared to FIB etching using ions alone, this GAFIB etching
process demonstrated advantages of etching enhancement and
controllability while minimizing surface damage when utilized
as surface treatment for perovskites patterning. These
advantages are important for preserving the optical signal
using surface treatment, considering that perovskites are easily
etched and have limitations regarding annealing or solvent
treatments. More importantly, using the GAFIB etching, we
successfully accomplished direct submicron patterning of a
perovskite SWG absorber with broadband absorption, high
uniformity, and periodicity at nanoscale precision. This
achievement is significant for perovskites because the material
operating wavelength is in the visible spectrum. Our findings
clear the path for controllable submicron direct patterning,
nonlithographic, and nonthermal device processing for perov-
skite applications in photonic devices.
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